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THEORY MOTIVATION:  
WHAT MEASUREMENTS ARE NEEDED?



Desired Observables:
Heavy Quarks and Leptons 

Broad and interesting field 

Due to my limited knowledge I will concentrate on 

observables related to b and c decays 

See all the excellent talks presented at HQL2021 

 J. Turner, S. Hickford, V. Singh, M. Nisa, R. Biondi, C. Ternes, Q. Wu, E. Atkin, Y. Oh, B.Yue, 
Spectroscopy, g-2, top, Kaon….
ν :



Desired Observables:
Even within b and c quark decay observables 

Huge number of interesting observables 

Only 25 - 5 minutes time



Desired Observables:
•The usual suspects - can be found in any of the 
numerous future collider reports 

• Not so well-known 

•Surprise/ 
Underdog 



The usual Suspects:
•Independent experimental check of anomalies: ATLAS, CMS, Belle II plus higher precision, ,… RX

flavour anomalies
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All theorists agree: 

 is clearly governed by NP!ΔACP
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See e.g. Fabio Ferrari, Yu Zhang 

Wilkinson, AL 2011.04443

ΔACP = ACP(D0 → K+K−) − ACP(D0 → π+π−)
LHCb 1903.08726
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The usual Suspects:
•High precision in γCKM

within the SM

Allow BSM effects in tree-level

Brod, AL, Tetlamatzi-Xolocotzi 1412.1446 

AL, Tetlamatzi-Xolocotzi 1912.07621

See talk of Alex Gilman 

γ = (65.4+3.8
−4.2)∘



The usual Suspects:
•Semileptonic CP asymmetries   - Could explain Baryon asymmetry…ad

sl, as
sl

Talk by Matthew Kirk - CPV in anomalies
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The usual Suspects:
•Semileptonic CP asymmetries  ad

sl, as
sl

Many times  and  neglected - this could be a very bad approximation, see 1106.3200βSM
Peng, βBSM

Peng ϕ̃Δ
q

My conclusion: any experimental  

improvement on  is very interestingaq
sl



Not so well-known:
•  and    - see talk of Matthew Kirk, … 

• , e.g. differential  distr. & CP asym. in , see e.g. Rusov 1911.12819,  see Marzia’s talk 

•  transitions, e.g. Cornella, Isidori, König, Liechti, Owen 2001.04470, Thanh Dong,  

• Inclusive , e.g. Huber, Hurth, Jenkins, Lunghi, Qin, Vos  2007.04191  

• - angular distribution,  or even better   distribution                                                                                                                
q^2 distribution not enough, as effects of some NP operators can only be                                                                     
seen in particular angular observables  

•  for a complete LCSR analysis of nonlocal effects (charm loop etc. ) in ,                                      
accurate data on BR and amplitude decomposition are needed on hadronic -decays such as               

  where  are charmonia  and above,  also   (for  and  channels 
this type of data is available)                                                                                                                                            
The BR and  angular distributions of hadronic decays are needed as inputs (pole residues) in the dispersion relation for the  nonlocal amplitude to be matched to the LCSR calculation

τ(Bs)/τ(Bd) ΔΓd

b → dℓℓ q2 B → πℓℓ Rπ

b → sττ

B → Xsℓℓ

B → D*μν B → D*τν

Bs → ϕℓℓ
Bs

Bs → ψϕ ψ J/ψ, ψ(2S) Bs → D(*)D̄ϕ B → K B → K*
Bs → ϕℓℓ

Rusa Mandal, Clara Murgui,  
Ana Peñuelas, Antonio Pich  
2004.06726 

A. Khodjamirian

Remember: D0 di muon asymmetry….



τ(Bs)/τ(Bd)
A less well known 4 sigma anomaly :-)

SM based on 1711.02100, 
based on hep-ph/0202106 
and hep-ph/0203089 - obtained via

But be aware:  
so far large Darwin term has not been included

AL, Piscopo, Rusov                  2004.09527 

Mannel, Moreno, Pivovarov  2004.09485 

Γs = 1/[τ(Bs)/τ(Bd)]HQE * 1/τ(Bd)EXP

Dominant uncertainty 

ρ3
D(Bs) − ρ3

D(Bd)
Known from inclusive 

 determinationVcb

unknown 



Precise lifetime ratio in Exp. and Theory can be 
used to constrain BSM effects 

Examples: 

• , see Bobeth, Haisch 1109.1826  

•New non-leptonic tree-level operators 

• B meson baryogengesis 

• ….

b → sττ

Still higher experimental precision needed

Talk of  
Matthew Kirk

Ann Nelson,…. 
Gonzalo-Alvarez, Elor, Escudero

τ(Bs)/τ(Bd)



b → dℓℓ

Study also decays like 

B → (π, ρ, ω)ℓℓ and Bs → (η, K*)ℓℓ



Surprise and/or underdogs…:
•Inclusive semi-leptonic fit of moments in   decays at LHCb? Belle II?    Lu Cao, P. Gambino, M. Bauer,                              
Determine also non-perturbative matrix elements  

•Inclusive semi-leptonic fit of moments of charm decays BESIII, Belle II?      A. Gilman,                             
Determine also non-perturbative matrix elements Semi inclusive D -> K + X 

•Non-leptonic tree-level decays: BSM in leading tree-level?  puzzle S.Perazzini  

• : determination of  depending only on decay constant  

•Very rare to impossible decays:  ,…. and also D decays B. Joshi, E. Occo, 
 and friends E. Passemar, A. Cerri;       

•measurement of  from  decays with reasonable precision, Belle II?                                             
Test Cabibbo anomaly, without any lattice input 

Bs
μ2

G(Bs), μ2
π(Bs), ρ3

D(Bs), . . .

μ2
G(D), μ2

π(D), ρ3
D(D), . . .

B → Kπ

Bc → τν Vcb fBc

B(s) → τμ, B → Kτμ
τ → μμμ

Vus τ



Test of our theory tools:

Giulia Casarosa 

Surprise and/or underdogs…:
Total inclusive quantities, like lifetimes or  

inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratios: 

Theoretically well-behaved 

compared to crazy GIM cancellations in D- mixing



Convergence of HQE in the charm system?

Surprise and/or underdogs…:

D. King, AL, M.L. Piscopo, T. Rauh, A. Rusov, C. Vlahos 2109.xxxxx

Experiment 

HQE kinetic mass 

HQE 1S mass

NLO-QCD

LO-QCD

3-loop 

HQET SR

VIAEOMAssume 
B = D 
Take from 

 fitVcb

• Huge uncertainties 
• HQE covers experiment 
•  deviation for SU(3)F breaking in sl< 1σ-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2



How to improve the precision of the  HQE in the charm system?

Surprise and/or underdogs…:

Could probably be extracted from  
momentum analysis of inclusive 
 semileptonic D meson decays by 
BESIII, Belle II,…

Bag parameter determined with 
3-loop HQET sum rules:1711.02100 
New: ms corrections King, AL, Rauh, to appear

New: first ever determination of eye-contractions 
 King, AL, Rauh, to appear

Lattice cross-check of HQET sum rules: Oliver Witzel, Matthew Black



BSM in non-leptonic, colour-allowed, tree-level decays:

Surprise and/or underdogs…:
https://indico.scc.kit.edu/event/2352/overview

https://indico.scc.kit.edu/event/2352/overview


BSM in non-leptonic, colour-allowed, tree-level decays:

Surprise and/or underdogs…:
What does this mean? 

1. Failure of QCD factorisation in the “most simple” decays? Important lesson for QCD 

2. Some hadronic uncertainty everybody has missed so far - Important lesson for QCD 

3. BSM effects in tree-level decays? Might be visible in  

4. Measure with higher precision and by other experiments? 

5. Measure flavour specific asymmetries in hadronic modes?

τ(B), aq
sl, ΔΓq, . . .



So, work hard!!!


